
Formation of the Subjunctive - REVISION
Take the first person singular of the present tense, remove the "o" and add the appropriate
endings depending on whether it is an -ar verb or an -er/-ir verb. That's all there is to it.

-ar -er -ir
compre beba reciba
compres bebas recibas
compre beba reciba
compremos bebamos recibamos
compréis bebáis recibáis
compren beban reciban

The above verbs are in the present subjunctive. The first thing to notice about them is the endings.
It is almost as if the verbs in the present subjunctive have a sudden identity crisis: -ar verbs use the
endings of the -er verbs and -er and -ir verbs use the endings of -ar verbs.

Formation exercise
Work out the "I" form of the present subjunctive for these verbs. Firstly work out the first person
of the present tense and then work out the subjunctive.

Infinitive First person of the
present tense

First person of the
present subjunctive

abrir

bailar

caer

salir

leer

poder

traer

aparecer

volver

NB Note that verbs such as llegar add a "u" to keep the sound, e.g. llegue.

Of course, as you would expect, some verbs are beyond all help and are completely irregular. Here
are some of the most frequent ones:

INFINITIVE PRESENT 1ST

PERSON
PRESENT

SUBJUNCTIVE
1ST PERSON

ir voy vaya

saber sé sepa

estar estoy esté

dar doy dé

ser soy sea

haber he haya



Expressions that are ALWAYS followed by the subjunctive

aunque - when it means “even if” – NOT when it means although

para que – in order that, so that

a condición que – on the condition that

con tal que – provided that, as long as

a no ser que – unless

es posible que – it is possible that

Ojalá – Let’s hope, I hope

Exercise – Translate the following sentences into Spanish.

1. Even if it is cold, we will go for a walk this afternoon.

2. I'll take an umbrella so that we don't get wet

3. I'll tell you where we are going to be on condition that you don't come.

4. I'll write the essay tonight provided that you don't bother me any more.

5. We'll stay at home unless it's sunny.

6. It's possible that we'll go to the beach tomorrow.

7. Let's hope it doesn't rain tomorrow


